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Smythe House Counselors See
[More
Students In Need Of Help
•
i

'r"

Understaffed and faced with a
growing demand for services, Smythe
House, according to Director Dr.
Roland Shepard, is in trouble.
Of. Shepard and Dr. Glenda
Enderle put in over 390 man-hours
last semester
counseling
113
students-approximately
8 percent
of the student body-in
need of
psychological help.
These figures, Dr. Shepard said,
represent a substantial increase over
last year (when the counselors spent
305 hours with 86 students), one
which the present staff of two cannot
handle alone.
Dr. Shepard suggested that among
those factors which may have
contributed
to the increase in
requests
for psychological and
emotional counseling first semester
were: the October break, the fall
climate, possibly a shortage of
amphetamines, and, perhaps most
significant of all, personal, social and
economic pressures.
The October break destroyed the
"rhythm" of work for the semester,
explained Dr. Shepard, resulting in
the concerureuon
of classroom
assignments
not only around
Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks,
but the earlier one as well.
Dr. Shepard says that the unusual
warmth and length of the fall also
played a role. Many students felt
instinctively that final papers and
exams were farther off than they
'really were.

I

Pictured In what will be the Women's Center: Left to right: Lilah
Pangra, Sue Rosenburg, Lauren Rosenbloom, Susan Bencuya,
Michelle Werner, Katie Stephenson, AnaTa Guard, Nancy Borutcn,
Kathle semetetn, Elda Minger ~Diana Goldfarb, Johanna Pyle.

Women's Center Growing;
Headquarters Established
h

By VICKI BARKER

Launched by a few students and
sustained by growing entbusiasm..
Kenyon's first Women's Center has
become an official organization, with
college funding
Hall.

and a room in Peirce

The room, which recently served
Saga as a storage area will require
structural improvements before the
renter can move in, but maintenance
is ahead of schedule.

and the women

are optimistic. "As soon as we'move
inwith paint brushes, we're going to
consider ourselves settled. because
there'll be people in there working,"
saidLauren Rosenbloom, one of the
center coordinators. When Main-.
terrance f'inishes painting the ceiling
and installing light fixtures. the call
'~ill
go out for "anyone who wants to
paint, sew, hang posters. put up
shelves.put down rugs ... ".
Once installed, the women hope to
"establish the center as a place to
make basic and good infonnation
available to all Kenyon students; therwe'll work on offering more as the
semester progresses,"
said coordinator Michele Werner. Rosenbloom elaborated: "We're hoping to
setup a room which will have a very
easy, comfortable. and relaxed atmosphere where people can come in
10 talk. to have a cup of coffee, and
find information and support from
ether women about concerns they
Ihink are important ... A place where
people can meet to work on specific
projects, where organizational
meetings
can
be held.
an.
nouncements posted, and running
files on such things as the Heahb
rvice kept."
A sizable ccljection of material has
n amassed through contributions
nd through mailinis sent to other
omen-oriented
orJanizations.
'Women's centers and women's
oups allover the country have been
uppcrtlve," Werner said. So far, the
llecnan includes pamphlets and
kerature from the League of Women
titers and Feminist Press; source
ooks such as
Bodies.
Ives. Getting Cletl" and Women
gainst Rape; publications about
Omen's Studies courses;
and
edical infonnation on birth control
d V.D. M..asazine subscriptions
ave been donated by Dean Givens
d Mrs. Furtek of the After Kenyon
ibrary, and some career·oriented
aterial will be ordered, as weB as
ewsletters from other women's
lers.
Recently, the center ~
and
tceived Sl97.4S
from
Project
inanee. The money wiD. ao towards
ks, mms, and the bcaiDnina of a
Peakers' fund. The wome;n hope to
aVe several faculty memben and

au,

outside experts present lectures.
Speakers Invited so tar mcluue
President Jordan (on Women in
Education),
Rev. Joan
Grimm
(Women in Religion), and Dr.
Enderle and Prof. Carroll (on a topic
related to Women in Psychology).
In addition to organizing lectures
and gathering information, several
women are preparing a publication
on women.at Kenyon, one woman is
conducting a detailed study on
Women's Athletics at Kenyon, and
four others are working with Student
Council President Jerry Mindes and
four council members to make
recommendations to the Presidential
Panel on the Health Service.
Local and faculty attendance at
center meetings has established that
"this will be a place for all women,
not just women students,"
said
Rosenbloom, adding. "Some very
good feelings have come out ofthose
meetings. "

I

An even more disturbing cause
may well have been that the
Christmas shipment of speed arrived
late to the campus this semester. As a
result, those students who had geared
themselves to the prospect of an
artificial crutch suddenly had. it
pulled out from under them.

Another cause, Dr. Shepard said,
is that "students feel overwhelmed
and even defeated by the problems

Rowland Shepard

Glenda Enderle

they will fate in society in the future:
They feel that they must work as
desperately as possible while at
Kenyon, and then literally pray that
they will be able to find a job or go
on to graduate school." The effect,
he fears, will be students who are
docile and "too ready to bow to
external forces and pressures." This,
he explained would prove dangerous'
threat to a person's setresteem.
'Su.btle ReslgDBtion'
"Subtle resignation" is a key
worry, said Dr. Shepard. It is dif.
ficult, almost impossible for an
individual to identify the source of
the pressures, and for one to deal
with them. Subtle resignation is the

result; the student doesn't know how
to deal with this reality as an individual, and so ceases to try.
The-outlook for second semester,
Dr. Shepard said, isn't much better:
"the phone hasn't stopped ringing
since we got back."
Usually January is a quiet month
for Smythe House, like the lull
before a big storm. February in
Gambier,
almost unbearable for
many. is Smythe House's busiest
time of the year. But because they are
already understaffed, Dr. Shepard is
afraid that Smyth House will be even
less prepared this semester to give
those individuals seeking help the
attention they deserve.

Robert Goldwin To Discuss
Morality Of Constitution
ByMAITHEW A. WINKL~
He is informally known as "the
President's Professor." On Wed.
nesday, February 4, Roben A.
Goldwin, a political scientist now
serving as Special Consultant to
j President Ford, will speak "Of Men
and Angels: A Discourse on the
i Morality of the Constitution" at 8:00
~ p.m. in Rosse Hall. Goldwin is the
~ second Kenyon Bicentennial Lee-

r

r

rurer ,

f

.Goldwin, at 58, holds one of the
more chaUenging jobs in the country.
As the Ford Administration's link
with the nation's community
of
scholars. he leads a life filled with a
diversity rarely seen by most
academicians. An occasional Ford
speechwriter,
Goldwin
holds
frequent conferences with professors
who contribute views which may
later prove influential
in the
President's policy decisions.

r Combining a career of seholanhip
I with a verve for public servtce,

L

Tnchlng'PIBlo'S

RepubUt'

Generating
ideas for future
governmental planning is Goldwin's
business. part of a career devoted to
the practical and public application
of intellectual activity.
In 1969, before he served as
Special Advisor to Donald Rumsfe1d.
when
Rumsfeld
was
U.S.
Ambassador
to NATO, Goldwin was

au,

Dean at St. John·,
Annapolis.

CoIIeIe in

Maryland.

Near

Washington, he spent. b1s sPl{e time
teaching
Plato'l
Republic to
Congressmen and other prominent

Waahinatonians. and was
boldiP& .... _

Jonathll1 Trumpor. Donna OaMan:o. SUIIn Jamaa. and Scott Klaven
In the Dramatic Club's production of 8«:klt which opens tonight In
the Hili Theal .... For al_
bacl<atage ....
paga •.

..l

_

,

on _
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Caplto1-based iouroalisU. _
I.
bis """'" Goldwin _
Cbarloo
Pc>-cy i. political pbillllO(>by befott
Percy's aUccessful bid for the U.S.
Senate.
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The Same Old Pulp?
There is a commercial for a frozen orange juice called "Orange
'Plus",
which trumpets
the catch-line "History
Takes A Giant
Step ... Backwards."
The ad explains that before 1947, fresh-squeezed
orange juice was all mankind had. Then came the concentrates-but
they weren't as good as fresh-squeezed.
Now, however, with Orange
Plus, we finally have a concentrate with all of the flavor and pulp of
fresh-squeezed.
Why recount this senseless drivel? Because recently, right here at
Kenyon, we have been served up an Orange Plus all our own. Provost
Haywood has presented the college with a calendar plan deceptively
labeled as a "compromise."
He proposes a twelve week-long first
semester and a fifteen week-long second semester, including an eight
day Thanksgiving break and a twenty-six day Christmas vacation.
A simple review of past calendars shows this to be not a "compromise" but just the same old pulp in a new package. Previously the
Thanksgiving
break has been eight days. Christmas vacations have
always run on the average twenty-three
to twenty-five day). (The
provost's proposed vacation, then, is only two or three days longer
than it has been in the past.) The second semester has always been
longer than the first (except in the case of last year because of the
extended Spring vacation). Mr. Haywood has simply removed one
week more than usual from the first semester and placed it at the end
of the year. This maneuver represents the only major departure from
years passed.
The provost's
not particularly
innovative
calendar might have
retained the flavor of the original, had students not been put through
a year full of shenanigans and force-feedings which resulted in this
year's calendar fiasco. As a consequence, his "compromise"
has a
very bitter taste to it.
Why not finally include the two day no-classes break in October,
which was approved by over three-fourths
of the student body long
before this year's failure was instituted? The arguments in favor of the
break have all been made before. Won't someone in government
support the wishes of the students?
At Kenyon, indeed, history has taken a giant step backward.
Instead of compromising
the last remnant
of faith in student
government, let's ignore the pulp and finally take a few steps forward.

-R.S.W.

A Pressing Need
The function
of Smythe House is to provide counseling
for
students, to aid them in dealing with present problems as well as to
help establish perspectives for the future. Its function is not, as some
still believe and fear, to treat only serious psychological disorders.
Smythe House cannot be fully responsive to student needs without the
immediate addition of another counselor. And roo, the responsibility
of administering
graduate school and aptitude examinations should be
transferred
to another office-the
After Kenyon Library would seem
the natural focus. A Career Counselor also associated with the AKL
would fulfill a definite need. Depression and emotional pressures are
present and threatening,
their effect on the basic atmosphere
at
Kenyon is troubling-they
must be dealt with as quickly and effectively as possible.
-D.L.

Letters To The Editor
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be typed. The
Editor reserves the right to edit oil material while maintaining tire original intentions of the particular submission.
President Comments
On Library Issue
To tbe Editor:
The last issue of the Collegian
quite properly emphasized the importance of Chalmers Llbrary to the
quality of academic life at Kenyon.
Last fan I called attention to the need
for thorough study of the adequacy
of the present building and our
policies regarding the collection so
that the College might plan for the
future. That study has been undertaken, as your article reported.
But the headline for that article,
"Expansion Dubious For Chalmers
Library,"
and the accompanying
editorial, "A Matter of Priorities,"
construe the facts incorrectly.
I have been aware of student
concern about the character of the
collection,
about
budgets
for
acquisitions, and especially about
study space-concerns
shared by
members of the faculty and of the
administration.
Me.
Dameron's
study is not an abandonment of
commitment or a diplomatic way of
putting the matter aside. Rather his
work will furnish essential information
and recommendations
based upon professional judgment to
enable the College to decide what to
do about Chalmers Library. We have
entered the first stage of a process
that will yield, in time, specific plans
for Chalmers including, probably,
expansion of the building. If the
Collegian editors believed that our
library needs could be conclusively
assessed, particular plans made and
improvements accomplished within a
few months, or during the current
year, that was an unrealistic expectation. But we are proceeding in a
deliberate and orderly way, with a
proper sense of priority, toward
decisions that will respond to the
unquestionable
need to have an
excellent library at Kenyon.
As 1 have already announced last
fall, one improvement in Chalmers
has been decided and will be accomplished before the College begins
the next academic year. The circulation desk will be moved from its
present location 10 one directly
adjacent to the entrance, and new
stacks will be installed in the vacated
space,
providing
much-needed
shelving for our growing collection in
the next few years. But major
renovation-the
expansion
of
Chalmers to which the Collegian
refers-will
require capital fundraising, a venture that can only move

forward when the study and planning
now underway have been successfully
completed.
PhilipH. Jordan, Jr.

Suggestions For
Medical Advisory Board
To the Editor;
As you know, in the near future
the Medical Advisory Board will
study the health services on campus
and in the Me Vernon/Knox County
area. The Student Affairs Committee, in conjunction with other
interested student groups, intends to
provide the Medical Advisory Board
with organized
input regarding

impressions of the health servlc
available to Kenyon students. We ar
particularly interested in receivin
accounts of experiences which rna
reflect either commendable areas 0
areas of deficiency in the healt
services on campus and in th
Kenyon vicinity. It would help u
tremendously if people who have ha
such experiences would submit
brief description to the Studen
Council Secretary's
box in th
Student Affairs Center as soon a
possible,
VickyWyat
Chairwoman
Student Affairs Committe

-Inside
Senate'---------,.---'---

Minority Recruitment

------=---------

PAUL MICHEL

"There's a very real possibility
be ignored ... 1 just don't think
that in three or four years we'll look
faculty committees will give attentio
around and there will be no more
to this". Clifford Weber disagreed
blacks at Kenyon," warned English saying that Senate should restri
professor Ronald Sharp at Senate's
itself to establishing the priority 0
January 21 meeting.
the issue rather than making specifi
Senate has returned once again to recommendations.
the problem of minority recruitment
In discussing what areas 0
at Kenyon, following a discussion of minority
recruitment
should b
the issue between Chairman Peter
stressed, there was a general can
Seymour
and- President
Philip
sensus among the senators that car
Jordan, in which the president said should be taken to select student
that
he favors
the approach
who are suited to the college, ratbe
suggested by Professor Galbraith
than simply admitting
minorii
Crump earlier 'in the year (which students randomly, many of who
stresses the location and recruitment
may not be adapted to the liberal art
of qualified minority students within . format. '
specific communities). Seymour told
Referring to the present situation
Senate that Jordan "feels that Jerome Mindes noted that "as soc
enough investigation has been done as they (minority students) open th
already. He'd like to see somebody door and find out what's behind it
start at once to formulate a program
they leave ... we have to eddres
along these lines. We have to work ourselves more than to the questio
with what we have-personnel
that of just attracting people."
we have, funds that we have".
Dean Givens explained
tba
Turning then to the question of Crump's plan was not intended "t
concrete suggestion rather than get into the business of just adminin
research, Sharp proposed that Senate people. The function would be t
formally suggest that top priority be identify people who really kno
given to the issue. "I would support
prospective students and know aboe
the kind of thing that Crump has their potential." Once these contact
outlined,"
said Sharp.
Many
an: established, explained Givens, tll
senators felt that Senate must suggest admissions procedures would
something more explicit rather than followed in the usual manner.
simply stressing the urgency of the
Senate will complete discussion 0
problem. Dean Edwards noted that the recruitment issue as soon a
"there's
a
missing
link possible,
and
make
recom
somewhere ... (which} will have to mendations to the administration
articulate something other than 'this An agenda has been established fo
is something that should be done.' " the coming
weeks,
ineludio
Edwards cautioned that, without this discussion of the housing program
"missing link", a general proposal social regulations, and a lona-t
"will'be agreed to, but will eventually academic calendar.
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The Craft Center
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The Cultivation Of Creative Impulses
By ANN MALASPINA

John Crowe Ransom lived there
~ once and, appropriately, it is the only
i non-academic building on campus
i which is fully devoted to the creative
- arts. It's 142-year-old frame is shaKy
now and there have been rumors that
visits by ghosts and nightly spirits
often disturb the sleep of the
residents. However, up to 25 students
spend time in the Craft Center each
week and the facilities offered
continue to expand.
Sophomore Jim Franchek is the
Craft Center Coordinator for the
current school year. With half of his
The Music Department's
newly acquired Italian Harpsichord,
by board paid for by his position, the
Michael Fredericks, to be used by the Gambler Baroque Ensemble
job also provides him with the
Friday at 8:30 p.m. In Rosse Hall.
somewhat cramped, but still enviable, second floor apartment,
consisting of a bedroom, living room
and large bathroom into which he
and his roommate have moved their
desks aud use as a study area. "It's
great," said Franchek, "to have the
.
\
freedom and quiet of a whole house
By DAVID McDONOUGH
to ourselves."
Social Committee Chairman Steve
_
His responsibilities as coordinator
Taylor has resigned his post effective
include scheduling the GEC courses
8 February, citing difficulties with
ol which meet in the building, calling
facilities and lack of cooperation
~ maintenance
when the furnace
from booking agents, students, and
breaks
(which
is all 100 often),
administrators as reasons for his
o checking on the moistness of the clay
resignation.
in the bins in the pottery studio, and
At Taylor's suggestion, Student
keeping the living room fireplace
Council has appointed
Lindsay
stocked with wood.
Flexner to serve the remainder of
i!!
As one enters the white colonial
Taylo'r's term until a new chairman is
house,
the porch boards bend and
selected for next year.
- creak. Bicycles and skis stand
"It's all gotten too political,"
protected under the porch roof and a
Taylor
said,
"I
don't
like
bulletin board announcing campus
Steve Taylor
bureaucracies!"
He told of the
events hangs near the storm door.
difficulties of putting on a show with "Our facilities are so poor," hesaid,
Inside the front door is the large,
facilities as limited as Kenyon's. "To
"and students' expectations are so
blue-tonedliving room which
put on a show here we have to start high. They just want music."
from scratch," he said, "whereas at
Concerning problems with the Pranchek has opened to students for
other schools, the stage is there, the administration, he said the com- week-night studying and weekend
with reservations and
electricity is there, and so on."
mittee has to work with at least four partying,
Dean Thomas Edwards agreed that different departments to organize a permits. Complete with a fireplace
Social Committee is hard put to concert. "The problem,"
Taylor sided by endirons, a piano, plants,
present events at Kenyon. "There's a said, is that the school's ad- and comfortable couches and chairs,
great deal of frustration involved,"
ministrators "have their regular jobs the room offers, says Franchek, "an
he said, "when you've only got a to do also. We naturally don't get alternative to studying and partying
field house and two dining halls to highest prioritYI This is quite un- in dcrmitorjes."
Organized by senior Amy Owens
work with and Rosse Hall for smaller derstandable, but at the same lime,
and Mt. Vernon resident Linda
audiences. "
out job has to be done."
Smith, the first floor pottery studio is
Taylor spoke of confronting three
Taylor said that the committee
open night and day to Pottery Club
different obstacles in planning the itself needs to be restructured. "The
members. Two wheels, three newly
social calandar. "The reason for my job is thankless." he said, "Running
resignation" he said, "is the com- the committee smoothly requires two acquired kilns and an assortment of
bined pressure of hustling agents, or three people who are willing to glazes are available for anyone
willing to pay the $5 membership fee.
diverse student opinion, the com- devote a lot of time." The committee
plications entailed by our over- is now looking for new members to
Two darkrooms, one less fully
crowded
and poorly-equipped
learn their jobs during the rest of this equipped than the other, are also
facilities, "and the limitations imposed semester so they can run the com- open to the interested student. For
upon us by the administration."
mittee smoothly next year. But, as
who are
He said that the student body had Taylor said, "People
little or no idea of the complexities capable and willing to put in this kind
involved in Social Committee's job. o~ effort are very hard to come by."

Taylor Resigns From
Social Committee Post

i

I

"f
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Students Can Help Gambier
Receive Federal Funds
By TIM REDMAN
Kenyon students can enable
Gambier to receive increased Federal
Funds simply by correctly completing
a new block which appears on the
1975lncome1'ax Return forms.
The information' from this block,
which deals with the individual's
place of residence, will be used by the
Census Bureau to prepare 1976
population and 1975 per capita
income estimates for 1976-77 general
revenue sharing purposes.
The funds, which Gambier receives
annually. are obtained directly from
the Federal Government through the
Office of Revenue Sharing. "The
actual amount received is determined
by the total amount of tax dollars
paid by Gambier reaicleDts. and by
the total population, oJ iii. Mayor
Richard Baer.
Some SlUdeDts till)' not be aware
that they are Cl'lft"Il red Gambier
residents, according to Census
defmitions. The
Census bas

uno

Richard Baer

only about 1000 students recorded as
Gambier
residents,
though the
student body has risen considerably
aboYe that level. If that flJlllC was te

Schaetzel
To Speak On
Foreign Policy

On Monday, February 2, at 8 p.m.
in Philomathesian Hall, Ambassador
~ J. Robert Schaetzel will discuss
"Diplomacy,
Democracy,
and
Deceit: The Making of American
ForeiBn Policy,"
with Professor
Richard Melanson of the Political
Science Department and Professor
Peter Rutkoff
of the History
Department.
Ambassador
Schaetzel will be
making his second appearance at
Kenyon in a year on February 2, 3,
and 4. This year he wlll be returing as
a Woodrow Wilson Visitina Fellow.
increase to the actual one of around
1400, then Gambier's share of
Federal Funds would also increase,
accordinlto Baer.
"The studenu are counted as Ohio
residents only as far as the census in
concerned, and completUq this block
will not obliaate them for further
taxes in any way. and will not alter
any other records, such as life insurance
policies
and. drivers'
licenses, " said
It has been estimated that Gambier
will receive $18,800 of sucb funds in
1976. cordin&: to Bw .

a.er .

into the kitchen below.
Franchek would like to see the
large, airy kitchen used similarly to
the Caples Kitchen. He brought a
:I
full-sized refrigerator from home in
1._ which students are welcome to store
food, and the shelf and closet space is
of ample for any number of cooks. As
of yet, there are no cooking facilities
in the kitchen. Jim has considered
buying a stove and oven but the
money is not available.
Franchek plans to continue the
growth of the Craft Center, which
was initiated only three years ago, by
offering the empty room next 'to his
apartment to art students wishing to
do independent work. "The door is
always open," he said, "but not
enough people take advantage of it."
Colorful
prints hang in the
hallways, a fire bums in the evenings
and, before vacation, a Christmas
tree donated' by Dean Edwards
waimed the living room. The house
Linda Smith
working on the
has a definite spirit: "there is very
wheel .
tittle theft in the Craft Center," says
$10 per semester, club members may Franchek; "people seem to take
take full advantage of the equipment
special care of things here."
and chemicals. Paper must be
The house is open from 8 a.m. to
supplied by the individual.
midnight on weekdays and from to
Franchek has requested a $350 a.m. on weekends. "Students' art
budget from the Student Council.
work, suggestions for future plans
The Craft Center is also funded by and active participation is more than
the Student Center Committee and welcomed,"
said
Franchek,
by Dean Edwards' private fund; "Everyone in the Gambier comhowever, Pranchek claims that he munity is urged to at least stop in and
works "fairly independently from all look around."
of them:'
His primary expense
involves the upkeep and furnishings
of the building. "I would like to
make the Craft Center more like a
home," said Franchek. "Right now,
the furniture is inadequate, walls are
cracking and bare, and the place is
generally run down."
Unfortunately, Franchek says that
painting and other major repairs on
the building "are not openly encouraged" by the funding agents.
"They are planning on calling in an
architect to see how functional this
building will be'jn the future," he
said. "They don't have a guarantee
that it will stand much longer."
The most lively participants in the
Craft Center are the members of the
Kenyon Workshop in Theater for
Children,
headed
by Michele
Jim Franchek
Werner, who use two of the upstairs
rooms for rehearsals and prop
President Jordan win hold open
storage. Rehearsals are scheduled office hours next week on Monday,
twice a week and the hopping,
February 2, 2:30-3:30 p.m., and
shouting and singing reverberate
Tuesday, February 3-9:IS-IO:30a.m.
through the thin walls of the house

i:
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Acareer in lawWilhOUIlaw schOOl.
What can you do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there is a way to bridge the gap between an
u!"ldergraduate education and a challenging, responSible career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do
work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of intensive training can give you
the skills-the
courses are taught by lawyers. You
choose one of the seven courses offered-ehoose
the city in which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegat Training
has placed more than 1200 graduates ia law firms,
banks. and corporations
in Over 75 citia&.
If you are a senior of high academic' standing and
are interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
we'd like to meet you.
'
Contact

your placement office for an intervieW with
our representative.
We will Visit your campus on

TUESDAY, FEBRUARy 17
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'Becket' Premieres Tonight

Behind The Scenes At Hill Theater
By CONNIE
A dim daylight

rooms

of

Thursday,

the
January

Hill

Theater

29, just

on

a few

hours before the premier of Becket.
Two women sit comfortably
on the
floor
surrounded
by scraps
of
colored felt. They seem to be
frustrated
by the
childish
task
assigned
to them.
A man offers
suggestions to the two girls and one
begins to notice the significance of
their seemingly unimportant
chore.
In another room, a young woman
has just finished spray-painting
three
hand-knitted
chain
mail
headcoverings for medieval" knights. Her
hands, still covered with grey paint;

nervously arrange an assortment of
costume

jewelry

PLA TTENBURG

streaks the musty

10

be

used

to

decorate Byzantine crosses. Six long
black robes, each hand-made,
hang
in the corner of the room and are
only a fraction of the total number of
costumes necessary for this play.
Next door,
a worker
is busy
securing pulleys to lift a giant tent
which houses an entire scene. Huge,
cardboard
carpet
tubing
stands
upright, stretching to the ceiling. On
top of a large, coffin-like styrofoam
box, a radio plays.
The sound of pounding hammers
resounds throughout
the basement.
Stopping to take a cigarette break,
another helper critically surveys his
work:
thin
wire wrapped
in a
seemingly directionless array around
a wooden
fence.
He calls the

Food Waste
Proves Big
Problem
For Saga
By ROBIN INBODEN
waste
is one
problem
students can help control according
to Food
Service
Director
Stelle
Montanye.
Although specific amounts of food
thrown
out
are
not
recorded,
Montanye
says he is sure there is
"considerable
waste." The problem
is mainly due to students' taking two
portions
and then finding they are
not as hungry as they had imagined.
Although
SAGA
does have a
"take
one, come back for more"
policy, it is often circumvented
by
ravenous students. Light foods, such
as salads, are not often returned to
the kitchen,
but more substantial
fare, such as sandwiches and desserts
are often left because of their more
filling quality, says Montanye.
Montanye
says he looks over the
trays left on tables nearly every day
and takes note of which items are left
uneaten.
He says it is a good
barometer
in determining
which
dishes are most popular. It is also a
good check on new dishes or changes
in old receipes.
Montanye
also admits
to some
waste
in the kitchen,
but it is
minimal,
he says. Waste occurs, he
explains,
because of trimming .off
non-usable
parts of food, surplus
food, and mistakes in preparation.
Most of the time, though,
these
losses can be retrieved
by use of
leftovers
in another
form, such as
surplus beef into soup.
Food fights and china and utensil
carry-out
are yet another
form of
waste that can be controlled.
Montanye
and his two managers,
Michael Martin at Gund and John
Mislinski
at Peirce, try to control
waste in order to facilitate a more
efic:ient operation.
They also point
out that waste is reflected in students'
food cost. Thus, students could be
doing themselves a favor by trying to
cut down on dinina room waste.

"Becket,"
while visually a lavish
theatrical
pageant,
is also a very
serious treatment of the story of two
great men of history: Saint Thomas a
Becket and his friend and murderer,
King Henry the Second of England.
The two are inseparable until Henry
appoints Becket to be Archbishop of
Canterbury,
and Becket decides that
"the honor of God" exceeds "the
honor of the realm."
Though the play is set in twelfthcentury England, its subject matter is
timely and relevant. Anouilh, one of
France's leading playwrights,
wrote
"Becket"
in 1960, and it is an
exhilarating
blend of old and new,
comic and tragic,
theatrical
and
dramatic.
Performances
of "Becket" are on
Jan. 29, 30, 31 and Feb. 5, 6, 7, at 8
p.J!I. in the Hill Theater. The box
office is open daily from 2 p.tn. For
further details, including group rates,
call Mrs. Bosch at 427-2585
unrecognizable
objects "horses."
Finally
the sun sets and the
workers are replaced by a different
group of people. Suddenly the stage
is lit by a hundred lights. The room is
no longer filled with cardboard
and
styrofoam but with stone and heavy,
dark
wood.
The
carpet
tubing
becomes granite pillars, and the box
on which the radio once rested is

transformed
into a medieval sarcophagus.
The costumes also take on a new
character
as the six black robes
assume the form of six monks. The
hand-knitted
chain mail becomes
shining armor for knights of the 15th
century.
Finally, the strange light
focuses
on the wood
and wire
structures
and they tum into real
horses which gallop across the stage.
At the Hill Theater, the day's fantasy
can become the night's reality.
The
elaborate
costumes
were
started
in October
although
set
building
was
postponed
until
November. Mrs. Renaud, costuming
director,
works from five to seven
hours a day with her crew, studying,
designing,
and finally c-onstructing
costumes
from the 15th century.
During Beckel. she is responsible for
over
forty
costumes
which
individually
consist of three or four
separate parts. Together with Nancy
Delong
and Mark
Holub,
Mrs.
Renaud works under a slim budget of
$600. Much
manual
labor
is
necessary, the majority of which is
done by Kenyon students.
Approximately
sixty students are
presently working on Becket. Some
twenty more .are involved in the
acting,
making
the ratio of crew
members to actors three to one. The
fruits of their collective labor may be
seen Jan. 29-31, and Feb. 5-7 at 8:00
p.m.

m~r

ECONOMY
TYPEWRITER
CO.

"torm

«trUar
CLOTHES. JEWE/JIY
ACCESSORIES
GAMBIER OHIO

"For typewriter repairs
and service, contact
Harold Milligan."

12-8 p.m

llbont 397-8580

KILROY'S
MARKET

392·5981'-

HECKLER DRUG

8 A.M.·12 P.M. DAll Y
8 A.M.-9 P.M. SUN.

Knox County's
Photographic
and

Prescription
Headquarters

520 E. GAMBIER

Owned & Operated by ..
The "Dick" Whetzel Family
Beer Ale Wines
Ice Groceries
Mixes
Parly Snacks Party Kegs

CR~)

WHOSEL'$

See au' Photography
Department for ye,or

CARRY-OUT

397-7686

'round discounts

8-1 A.M. DAILY
8 A-M.-9 P.M. SUN.
204 W.,CHESTNUT

. GUYS: Shop at

~olonial
jIfltn~ttJtar
"

Food

10J South Main

The only slore 10 give Kenyon sludents
I year round to pervent discounl
See Jack Forgrave, our on «mpus representative,
lor more information.

HARDWARE, PAINTS, HOUSEWARES
AND LAWN SUPPLIES
VINE & MULBERRY STREETS
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050
(614) 397-5747

.DrIIY's, .JU,
Mount Vernon's Complete Men's Store serving the
traditional man, and also the young men of the
community, since 1875,
For the biggest selection of

The

Accent
House

405 N, Main St
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

LevI'S
.ftII.,.

lao _aunt

MAIN

MOUN'f VERNON.

Believing that good design does not belong to just
one period of time, Eileen Engel, the owner; has

made available to the people in this area the finest
,f lamps, pewter, stainless steel, clocks, crystal and
enamel ware from Europe and America. Wall units
ore available on order in Teak, Walnut and Rosewood
There is much more to find at The Accent House,
open 6 days a week from 10:00 t05:30 and the
owner extends a friendly welcome to all.

OHIO
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Wright State Sunk;
Frogmen Go For osu

iWomen
I Crushed 63-28
~InDismal
Performance

i

By BO JEFFERS

After swimming 11,000 yards in
workouts earlier in the day, the
Kenyon swimming team responded
to a capacity crowd at Shaffer Pool
last Friday night with a 60-42 victory
over Wright State University. Bruce
Morton's winning 1000 yd. freestyle
time currently ranks him third in the
OAC, behind Kenyon freshman Tim
Bridgham
and Steve Killpack.
Bridgham and sophomore Todd
(Ruppert also swam well in the
distance events, as did Kevin Driscoll
in the 50 yd. free. Although Wright
State had several outstanding
swimmers, their lack of depth
allowed the Lords to cancel out the
effects of W$U double winners.
Take Tilers
As if swimming a meet after two
full workouts Friday wasn't enough
of a challenge for Kenyon, the tearn
arose bright and early Saturday
morning for a further practice, and
then a skeleton squad of 13 traveled
westward to take on the Wittenberg
University Tigers. By now, the
swimmers were nearly exhausted, but
they put forth enough effort to bring
about a convincing 72-48 victory,'
jheir second of the weekend. OveraJl,

the times were way below par, but
freshman Jeff O'Daniel's 200 yd.

backstroke time was a pleasing
exception, as was that of classmate
Doug Hoffer in the SO yd. freestyle.
Robert Sappey and Charlie Tighe
both showed promise in unfamiliar
events, and should expect substantial
time drops under less strenuous
circumstances. The team's overall
record is now 3-1, with a 2-0 AC
mark.
Coach Jim Steen felt the two meets
would be a good point in the season
to experiment; hence the extensive
pre-meet
workouts.
With
Division One superpowers Ohio
State and the Uni\lefSity of Cincinnati next on the lords' schedule,
Steen considered last weekend's
meets as a chance to look at many
swimmers in events they wouldn't
normally swim. The University of
Cincinnati is likely to be one of the
nation's top ten Division-One teams
this year, and Ohio State has the
potential to be in the top ten as well.
This Saturday'S tri-meet at asu will
be the peak "stepping-stone"
en
route 10 Conference ... and the quest
for Twenty-Three.

Women Start Running;
Form Track Team

l

The 1976 track season presents
the elimination of one more barrier
to the total integration of women
into
the
Kenyon
community-women runners.
BeginniDgs
Although the idea is not novel,
women's sports at Kenyon have only
gradually taken their place among
the formerly male-oriented athletic
department. The women runners,
varying in both age and experience,
include Barbara Aleksa,
Kathy
Loomis,
E. Piedmont,
Ann
Soreasen, Mary Starzinski, and

Kathy Weise.
The idea originated several months
ago when a few of the girls approached Dean Thomas Edwards
and
the
Physical
Education
Department in order to start some
form of organized running. The
reaction to the girls was at first mixed
with surprise and humor. But as
Kathy Loomis states, "The guys on
the team and C08£h White have
really helped us out and have been
behind us all the way. The only
problems that really remain are a
crowded track and shinsplints."

Cindermen Prepare
For Rough Season

By BRIAN HEWfIT

Bruce Morton.swlmming

against Wright State.

Cagers Sting Yellow-Jackets;
Nipped By Mount Union
By GERARD IACANGELO
Kenyon finally proved it could win
the close one, scoring a convincing
73-67 victory at home over Baldwin
Wallace, on Tuesday, Jan. 27. The
tough-luck Lords carne back strong
against BW after losing their fifth
out of seven games by three points or
less to Mt. Union, 82·80, the
previous Saturday. 10 the Mt. Union
game, Tim Appleton and Evan
EiSner's combined total of .52 points
could not offset a greal individual
, performance by Zettie Sims of Mt.
Union who netted 29.
The OW game was another story,
however. Instead of trying to come
from behind as they did against Mt.
Union, the Lords let BW try the uphill struggle, but the Yellow-Jackets
failed as Kenyon won, by six points.
Still, the Lords would not have won
without a superb Isecond half
shooting display by forward Dan
Martin.
The game was repeatedly tied for
the first ten minutes, with Kenyon
trading jump-shore with OW's inside
attack. Kenyon then broke it open
starting with an Evan Eisner jumo-

By

DAVE TROUP

The Kenyon indoor track team
faces its first test of the 1976 season
on the night of January 31, traveling
to Denison to complete in an open
meet. Coach Don White views the
upcoming meet as a good practice for
his untested team, commenting, "It
gives us a good chance to experiment
and 10 see what various men can do
in actual competition."
Senior captain Jamie Doucett and
sophomore
Jon Kryder lead a
promising field of distance and
middte-distance runners. Both hope
to improve on their record-holdiq
mile and two mile times. Doucen
captained the cross-country team this
past fall and several of his outdoor
teammates are joining him on the
oval track.
From the talent-rich New York
City area comes freshman middledistance runner Bob Brody. Brody Is
no stranger to tough competition,
haYing competed in the Penn relays
and his state high school championships. Confident Frank Dickos is
another freshman who is anxious to
leave his name in KenyOn record
books. A knee injury bas hampered
his My season traiDioa but be plans
to be running tbe burdles aDd biah
jumping this season.
A lack of any rcal depth weakens
the field eveQtI and sprint ••
However, the team DIlt least equal to
last year's team in tenns of talent.
WbcC.her the ttam improves on its 3-5
record is largely up to the attitude of
the individual athletes. A aood team
attitude, as evidenced by Kenyon'.
swim team. is a bis plus in any iDdividua1ize4 sport, A positive 11~
titude could' casDy tum a fair track
team into a gOod one.

shot and a fast break' layup by
Appleton on a fine assist from
Eisner.
BW seemed frustrated,
turning the ball over eleven times,
and the Lords had a 39-28 halftime lead.
BW came out battling in the
second-half, attacking their offensive
board and chipping away at the
Kenyon lead. They never completely
closed the gap, however, as Martin,
who finished with a career high 22
points kept them at bay with three
hoops. With 3:.52 left in the game,
Kenyon held a slim 63-61 lead, and
everyone in the gym was wondering
whether the Lords would fold again.
Not this time, as Martin sandwiched
an Appleton tip-in with two more
baskets, and BW was finished. Mark
Thomay and Andy Johnston also
scored a basket apiece in the important closing minutes. BW was led
by Jim English a 6'2" guard who
grabbed fifteen rebounds, many of
them under his own basket, as did
Martin. Tim Appleton also finished
with 22 points, and snagged 12
rebounds.

An optimistic women's basketball
team suffered a disheartening loss to
Ohio Dominican 63-28 in their first
game of the season Tuesday night. A
disastrous first half in which the
Ladies could not muster an offensive
attack spelled defeat from the
beginning.
Despite the opening season loss,
Coach Karen Burke looks for a much
better season than last year's 1-9
team. Burke is quick to point out that
since only 3 of the 14 girls played any
basketball last year it will take a total
"team effort" to make significant
improvement. Burke also indicated
that the girls are in the process of
learning to play together and the
overall performance should progress
through the season.
The recent rise in women's sports
on campus has raised several
questions about the allocation of
coaches for women and practice
times that are allotted. Coach Burke
feels that the girls receive plenty of
practice time and despite occasional
interruptions
during the "supper
hour" practices, the team is given a
good deal of support by the athletic
department.
Regarding whether one coach was
enough for the women's team (the
men's
team has two), Burke
responded that "Since Kenyon's
policy is not scouting other teams or
seeking recruits, we have really no
need for extra help." Several players
expressed the same feeling, although
indicating that during the fall the
problem was complicated by Ms.
Burke having to coach both field
hockey and women's volle,-baU.
While under the leadership of
caotain JllIie Grimes and Coach
Burke, KCIlyon's women's ba9ketball team is looking toward a suecessfull976season.

Wrestlers Mismatched In
Quadrangular Competition
lIYCHUCItSCHUSSHEIM
The w~t~s
engaged in two
contests this week, a quadraIiau1ar
meet
against Wooster,
Paldwin
Wallace, and Capital in which the
Lords were completely outclaned,
and a regular match qainst Oberlin
which they lost in a respectable
fashion.

No Co.tnt
In the quadrangular meet e&d1
school entered one wrestler in ten
events. The winners of tbe first round
matches met in the finals and the
losers met in the CODSOlation round
for third place. None of the Lords
placed first in his weight diviskm. nor
did any place second or third. Ih
addition to being better skilled, the
Lords' opponents were far better
conditioned dum Kenyon's team and
were consequently able to take
control
late in tbe matches.
Hightiahts of the meet: included. a
strong comeback by Kevin Hawb
ill a one pdint loss to a CapitIl
wreatJer who hid pinned him in

_.

addition of a minute to each of tbc
final periods turned the match into a
strusBle of endurance. The Oboa
out1utcd the Lards to take a 2P-9
Jobn Harbison began the
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Music Mart
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Albums

Tapes
To Have and Have Nol
To Have and Have Not. Directed by
Howard
Hawks. Screenplay by
William Faulkner and Jules Furthman. With Humphrey Bogart,
Lauren Bacall and Walter Brennan.
1944, B& W,l00min.
To Have and To Have Not is an
unusually
effective
example of
Hollywood
teamwork,
and is
probably the only' movie that has had
two Nobel Prize winners associated
with it (Ernest Hemingway and
William Faulkner, who co-wrote the
screenplay with Jules Furthman).
Howard Hawks, Humphrey Bogart
and Lauren Bacall form the trio that
make it work. Based on the
Hemingway story of the same name,
To Have' and To Have Jl{ot is
superficially the story of a merchant
seaman and his nefarious dealings
with the Vichy in WW II Martinique.
The best of the film, however, has no
real concern with the plot, but is the
leisurely series of romantic - encounters between Bogart and Bacall.
The picture marks the screen debut
of the very entertaining and very sexy
Bacall, who, at a precocious twenty
years of age, is remarkable as the
street-wise, seductively-voiced singer.
Only Bogart could match Bacall's
toughness, and he does it with a flair
and a sneer that make this one of his
most virile and vivid performances.
Hoagy Carmichael, as the itinerant
ivory pounder, and Walter Brennan,
Bogart'S toasted buddy, help round
out the excellent cast.
All the pieces click together under
the quick and lucid direction of
Hawks. Hoping to emulate the boxoffice success of Casablanca, he lets
Bogart and Bacall take over, a
gamble that yielded a generous
reward. Hawk's crafty. hand brings
the smokey saloon and grey rooms to
life and his stars', cinematic magic
_the
rest.
~
of a Summer Nlaht
Smiles of a Summer Night. Directed
by Ingmar Bergman. Screenplay by
Bergman. With Ulla Jacobsen, Eva
Dahlbeck. 1955, B & W, Swed.,
Subtitles, 108 min.

Although not generally known as a
man of mirth, Ingmar Bergman's
first international success as a writerdirector was a farce.
.
Smiles oj a Summer Night is set at
the turn of the century and concerns
a group of men and women who
spend a weekend together at a
country mansion, They engage in
some complicated
amorous
intrigues-seductions,
elopements,
petty jealousies-all
of which are
played in a high comedy style. This
classic film has been compared to
Renoir's Rules oj the Game, as well
as to Shakespeare and Feydeau. The
English critic Robin Wood calls it
"one of Bergman's perfect films."
Included in the cast are Bergman
regulars Harriet Anderson,
Eva
Dahlbeck and Gunnar Bjurnstrand
(who played the Squire in The
Seventh Seal). Those familiar with
Bergman's more somber masterpieces, such' as Cries and Whispers
and Scenes From a Marriage, will be
especially interested in seeing this
lighter but no less compelling aspect
of his genius.

Time and art, however, have
eventually won out. Today The
Magnificent. Ambersons
is considered by many to be superior to
Citizen Kane for its eloquent and
innovative use of imagery. sound and
shadow, and has finally earned the
critical acclaim it justly deserves.
Adapted and conceived brilliantly
from Booth Tarkington's novel, the
film tells the story of an aristocratic
family of the midwest (circa 1890)
and its painful decline in the advent
of a modern industrial age. Welles'
narrative is evocative and lyrical, his
camerawork, ingenuous and compelling and his sense of tension and
drama, as always, masterful. Tim
Holt, as the sole son and heir to the
fading Amberson prormnence. is
brilliantly
arrogant.
Agnes
Moorehead, loseph Cotten and Ray
Collins (veterans from Citizen Kane)
also excel.
Today, we can overlook "Hearst's
revenge," . for The Magnificent
Ambers.ons is becoming a widely seen
and appreciated' classic in American
film history.

MIiIJ;lnlficcnt Ambersons

The Lad)' Vanishes

The
Magnificent
Ambersons,
Directed
by
Orson
Welles.
Screenplay by Welles. with Tim
Holt, Agnes Moorehead and Joseph
Cotten. 1942, B & W, 88 min.
It is not a very well-guarded secret
that the filmmaking career of Orson
Welles was effectively throttled by a
hostile film industry and resistant
press and that both were the
engineering
of a wealthy and
vengeful California tycoon, William
Randolph Hearst.
Understandably, The Magnificent
Ambersons, Welles' firs'! film after
Kane, ) was at the hands of the
powerful Hearst machine, doomed to
commercial failure. It was actually
released in Hollywood on the bottom
half of a double-feature with a
Tarzan-like jungle picture and was
shelved by RKO shortly thereafter.
Welles, meanwhile, left the country
to work in South America and
Europe, an embittered man.

The Lady. Vanishes. Directed by
Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay by
Sidney
Gilfiat . With Michael
Redgrave,
Dame May Whitty and
Paul Lukas. 1938, B& W, 97 mitt,
Little needs to be said about the
films of Alfred Hitchcock, and TheJ
Lady Vanishes readily displays the,
director'S'1otal mastery and control
of the medium, as well as the
techniques and devices which persist
throughout his films. Constantly
flashing from melodrama to comedy,
The Lady Vanishes thrills the viewer
and teases his intelligence to outguess
the master of intrigue, Alfred Hitchcock. Awaking from a nap, a
young woman discovers that the lady
sitting in her train compartment has
vanished.
Her suspicions
unconfirmed by everyone else, the
macabre suggestion of a huge
conspiracy slips into her mind. The
rest is madness and mayhem in
inimitable Hitchcock style.

Along Middle Path
ByDONNASCHOENEGGE
, Wooster.
January 19, Thursday.
February 3. Tuesday
8:00
p.m.-The
Magnijicent
4:10 p.m.-Biology Lecture Series5:30 p.m.-Spanish
Table, Gund
Ms. Linda Lochner, Biology Dept. of Ambersons (film), Rosse Aud.
Large Private Dining Room.
(play), Hill 5:30 p.m.-Modern
Kenyon
College,
"Effects
of 8:00 p.m,-Becker
Greek Table,
Theater.
Cytocholasin 'B' on Cell-substrate
Gund Small Private Dining Room.
10:00 p.m.-To
Have and Have Not
Adhesion: A Light Microscopical
5:30
p.m.-Food
Committee
(film), Rosse Aud.
Study," Bio. Add.
Meeting, Lower Dempsey Lounge.
5:30 p.m.-German
Table, Ound
7:00 p.m.-Moundbuilders
Tutoring
February I, Sunday
Large Private Dining Room,
Meeting, Bailey 10.
Man Show of 7:30 p.m.-Men's
7:30 p.m.c-Women's
Basketball at 8:30 a.m.-"One
Basketball against
Work" by Robert Nelson, Colburn
Oberlin College.
Wittenberg, Fieldhouse.
8:00 p.m.-Becket
(play),
HiU Gallery.
1 :30 p.m.-Chess
Club Meeting,
Theater.
February 4. Wednesday
Student Center Coffee Shop.
8:00 _p.m,:-LectureAvian
4:10
p.m.-Senate
Meeting,
Olfaction from Audubofl On, Prof. 6:15
p.m.-Student
Council
Ascension 109.
lames
C. Smith,
Dept.
of Meeting, Lower Dempsey Lounge.
6:00 p.m.c-Italian
Table, Gund
8:00 p.m.-Smiles
of a Summer
Psychology, Penn. State University,
Large Private Dining Room.
Night (film), Rosse Aud.
Bio. Aud.
8:00 p.m.-Bicentennial
Lecture 8:00 p.m.-Bridge
Club Meeting,
•'Of Men and Angels: A Discourse
Gund Large Private Dining Room.
January 30, Friday
on the Morality of the Constitution," Mr. Robert A. Goldwin,
10:00
p.mv-. The Magnificent
5:15 p.m.-International
Student
Forum Table, Gund Large Private Ambersons (film), Rosse Aud.
Special Consultant to the President
Dining Room.
.
of the U.S., Rosse Aud.
8:00 p.m.-To
Have and Have Not February 1, Monday
10:00 p.m.-The
Lady Vanishes
(film), Bio. Aud.
4: 15
p.m.-Collegian
Editorial. (film), Rosse Aud.
8;00 p.m.-Beckel
(play), Hill Board Meeting, Collegian Office.
5:30 p.m.-French
Table, Gund
Theater.
February 5, Tuesday
Large Private Dining Room.
8:30 p.m.-Concert
by the Gambier
5:30 p.m.-German
Table, Gund
Meeting, Lower Large Private Dining Room.
Baroque Ensemble in a program of 7:00 p.m.-lFC
Dempsey Lounge.
music by Handel, Rosse Aud.
7:00
p.m.-Women's
Basketball
7:00 p.m.-Women's
Basketball against OSU (Newark Branch).
10:00 p.m.-Smiles
of a Summer
against Ohio Wesleyan, Fieldhouse.
Night (film),. Rosse Aud,
Fieldhouse.
8:00 p.m.-Public
Conversation 8:00 p.m.-Becket
(play).
HiII
"Diplomacy,
Democracy,
and Theater.
J.auary 31. Saturday
Deception: The Making of American
J:OO p.m.-Wrestling
at Marietta.
8:IS p,m.-Fi!rttlTaik
"The
2:00 p.m.-Mea's
Swimming at Oltio Foreign Policy,"
Ambassador J. Zambezi, I Presume," Mr. Quentin
Robert Schaetzel, Profs. Richard Keynes, explorer and adventurer.
Stale.
7:30 p.m.-Men's
Basketball at Melanson, and Peter Rutkoff, Philo.
Rosse Aud.

Accessories
Cal" stereos & speaken

397-3254

COSHOCTON ROAD
(Just •• st of Shopping Center)
MT.VERNON

12· Diagonal Piclure
MW 4040S
100% Solid State
SALE PRICE '9995
Our aim is simply to treat·
our customers
as we' our-

See Our Line Of

selves

AM-FM Radios
Compact Refrigerators
Color Televisions

would like to be treated.
For quality automotive service

at low cost

HEATON

call 397-6101
500 Harcourt Rood

205 s. lIIulhrr~ st..
1II<>ll~t
V~'"o~, Ohio
Ph ..... , 397 1015
Aero •• f'om W•• '. M.rk~t

THE YARN BARN
200 East Brookl,. Street
G•• lller. Oklo
Hours: 12-5 Daily
Homespun Sweaters
Afghans
_
Rug Hooking Supplies
Complete· supplies & yarns for Knitting & Crochet
Hats-Hats-Hats

. wnIJ.A 7 South

Main St.

l49-

.

Downtown Mt. Vernon

Style and Taste
Make Sense ...
Ringu:alts Has Both

Shop At.The Tully Barn
:Jewelry

Designea and Made at
304 Martinsbura
Mt Vernon

gifts
gold & silver
monograms
custom work
gem selections
cloisonne
•

TUH YS
Road

(Next to Vocational

Open

Schooll

- Mon. thru Sat
1:00-5:00

ILVE.~
Custom DesignadJaw.y
Handtlvown 81Built Pottary
Corner of East High" Gay Streets
M..OUNTvt:MOM

11:00-5:30 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
riday and Saturday Closed Thursday and SU~daY

